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FAQ0117 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Notes on XMC timings setting 

Questions:  

In terms of XMC data setup time and hold time, there is a difference of 1 to 2 clock cycles 
between AT32 MCU and ST MCU. Under extreme conditions, it is likely to encounter issues 
such as communications instability or failure. In this case, it is necessary to adjust relevant 
parameters to meet specific timing requirements. 

 

Answer： 

The following example presents the writing timings of XMC accessing to external SRAM. 

AT32 XMC writing timing diagram: 
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From above figure, we can see that XMC_NE signal low level duration (hold time) = (ADDRST+1)*HCLK 
+ (DTST+1)*HCLK + 1HCLK 
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STM32F103 XMC write timing diagram: 

 

From above figure, we can see XMC_NE signal low level duration (hold time) =(ADDRST+1)*HCLK + 
(DTST+1)*HCLK 

Based on above two timing diagrams, it is clear that there is a difference of 1 HICK cycle between AT32 
MCU and ST32F103. 

 

Waveform comparison:

AT32：                                         

 

STM32F103： 

 

Judging from their waveforms, AT32 MCU’s NE signal width is 14ns longer than that of ST MCU.  

Calculated on 72 MHz, 14ns is equivalent to 1 HICK cycle. 

However, it is possible to align AT32 MCU’s NE low level width with that of ST MCU by setting ADDRST or 
DTST, for example, DTST = DTST -1.  
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AT 32 MCU waveform is shown as follows after corresponding adjustment: 

 

In most cases, external memory is not so sensitive to timing requirements, meaning that it can tolerate 
timings under many circumstances and does not affect XMC to access it. However in certain extreme 
environment where there are strict timing requirements, it is advised to adjust corresponding parameters 
according to actual needs. 

Conclusion: in case of such problem, comparing timing differences and adjusting relevant parameters 
accordingly can be used as one of the solutions. 

 

Type: MCU application 

Applicable products: AT32F403, AT32F403A, AT32F407 

Main function: XMC timings 

Other function: None 
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